
Type of Gincana: Artistic
In an Artistic Gincana, players have to use some materials they are given 
at the start of the game, or materials they find on their way, to create 
something artistic.
For instance, use crayons to draw something on the street, assemble 
word associations from different people to create a poem, make a 
visual collage by taking different pictures of people, objects and 
details, or create a sculpture using materials you find around the street.



Theme: Arts & Culture
Prepare this task
Brainstorm about famous Dutch or Brazilian artists. 
Think about artists in the past. And don’t forget today. 
Select the work you like the most. 

Sao Paulo
Ronald has this painting in his bedroom and 

dreams about it every night. This drawing is made 
by the Dutch painter Vincent Van Gogh. He 
lived from 1853 to 1890 and is famous for his 
impressionist paintings and his influence on 
expressionism. He sold no paintings during 

his life, but became 
Take a piece of chalk and make a copy of 
this drawing on the pavement. Take a 
picture of your work.

Amsterdam
The Brazilian architect 
Oscar Niemeyer, who is admired by 
Marcelo for his functional style 
and beautifully curved buildings, 
creates this building. He is 101 
years old and the oldest living 
architect on the world, still 
creating beautiful buildings. 
Take a piece of chalk and 
make a copy of this building 
on the pavement. Take a 
picture of your work! 
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Type of Gincana: Cultural Mix
In the Cultural Mix Gincana, it is all about exchanging something from 
your culture for something similar that is special for the other country. 
A typical example of a cultural expression of one country raises a 
question for the other country – search for the equivalent in your own 
country. Ask people to perform or take photos of objects.



Theme: Music & Dance
Prepare this task
Think about traditional Dutch or Brazilian songs from your 
childhood. Make a movie in which you sing one.
Write down the lyric.

 
Sao Paulo

This song is popular among young 
children in Holland. Kristel’s mother 
sang this song when she was a little 
girl taking a bath..
Play the audio to hear the song. While 
listening read the lyric carefully on 
your phone. Make of movie of your 
team singing it.

Lyric: Alle eendjes zwemmen in het 
water

Amsterdam
This song is popular 
among young children in Brazil. 
Camila’s mother used to sing it when 
she was a baby for her to sleep. Play the 
audio to hear the song. While listening 
read the lyric carefully on your phone. 
Make of movie of your team singing it. 

Lyric: Boi, boi, boi; boi da cara preta, 
pega essa menina que tem medo de 
careta!
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Type of Gincana: Search
In a Search Gincana task, players have to find an object, animal or 
person that can be found around the location where they are. 
Mostly, the search has a specific time limit: you have to find something 
within 5 minutes.



Theme: Food
Prepare this task
Make a list of all Dutch or Brazilian traditions that you like and 
still celebrate.
Think about the food linked to those celebrations.
Pick a recipe you love. Search a picture of this recipe.

 
Sao Paulo

This is a Dutch recipe. Rinske waits all year for 
the special occasion of the Sinterklaas festival 

in December, when this recipe is eaten a lot! 
Guess the name of this recipe. Ask people in 

the streets for help. After you answered the 
question, go and find an example of a food 

that is eaten on a special Brazilian occasion 
and take a picture of it.  

Is this:
A. Drop

B. Taai-taai
C. Pepernoten

Amsterdam
This is a Brazilian 
recipe. It resulted from a fusion of 
European-feeding habits with the 
creativity of African slaves. Nowadays 
it is considered the national dish, 
usually eaten on Wednesdays and on 
weekends. Guess the name of this 
recipe. Ask people in the streets 
for help. After you answered the 
question, go and find an example of a 
food that is eaten on a special Dutch 
occasion and take a picture of it.  

Is this:
A. Cozido
B. Cassoulet
C. Feijoada
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Type of Gincana: Social
In a Social Gincana task, players have to find (a group of) people to help 
them with the question. For instance, they need to find people who can 
tell them a personal story or association based on the theme question. 
Or they have to find a group of people who can perform something 
together (sing, dance, talk).



Theme: Language
Prepare this task
Brainstorm about the old and forgotten words in your 
country. What is a typical ‘forgotten’ Dutch or Brazilian word? 
Write down this word.

 
Sao Paulo

‘Malkander’ is a typical Dutch word from the past, 
which Ivonne thinks should not be forgotten! 

Ask at least 5 people down the street what they 
think the meaning of this word is. Tell them it’s 

an old and forgotten Dutch word, meaning 
‘each other’. Ask them about a Brazilian word 

they think is old and should not be forgotten. 
Write down these words on a piece of paper 

and on the street where you interviewed the 
person, using your crayons.

Amsterdam
Do balaco baco is a 
typical Brazilian word from the past, 
which Paulo thinks should not be 
forgotten!
Ask at least 5 people down the street 
what they think the meaning of this 
word is. Tell them it’s an old and 
forgotten Brazilian word. Ask them 
about a Dutch word they think is old 
and should not be forgotten. Write 
down these words on a piece of 
paper and on the street where you 
interviewed the person, using your 
crayons.
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